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8.1.93 XBundle Ltd 

Kevin O’Shea 

 

kevin@xbundle.co.uk | +44 (0) 7957 480 675 

160 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2DQ 

www.xbundle.co.uk 

Company Description 

XBundle is a litigation support and legal technology company created by lawyers, for 
lawyers. We excel at building electronic bundles, electronic trial presentation and fully 
supporting virtual, hybrid and in-person hearings. More than a technology company, we 
are here to help you through every step of the e-disclosure process, delivering 
everything you need during the litigation process. 

XBundle was born in 2004 when Robert Onslow, an IP/IT barrister at 8 New Square 
Chambers, became increasingly frustrated with the growing size of paper bundles. He 
developed an innovative litigation software suite to counter these problems. Sadly, 
Robert passed away in 2016, but his vision for XBundle lives on. Today, XBundle 
continues to develop and implement advanced and practical solutions, working 
alongside leading law firms in trial preparation and presentation. The philosophy behind 
XBundle is: “if it is not as good as paper, then you are right to reject it.” 
XBundle consists of a small team of client-focused, legal support specialists with 
extensive experience working in the legal industry. XBundle’s recent involvement in 
remote trials has been extremely successful in helping to ensure the processes ran 
effectively and smoothly.  

We are different from our competitors because we deliver high quality, complex, custom 
tailored electronic bundles in a format that promotes the efficient preparation for, and 
the management of, a hearing.   

“We were extremely impressed with XBundle who delivered our demanding objectives 
on time, at short notice and at proportionate cost. Mark and the team are affable, 
knowledgeable and driven. We would not hesitate to instruct XBundle again.” Hill 
Dickinson LLP 

Vendor Offerings 

XBundle offers a full-service package – from workflow implementation to data collection, 
processing, presentation and matter project management. We are here to help at every 
stage of the litigation process. 

Preparation of court bundles can be time-consuming, expensive, and complicated. This 
is where XBundle can help by removing the burden of electronic bundles from your legal 
team.  

XBundle’s platform has been designed by legal professionals to make it easy and 
affordable to collect, collate and create electronic bundles. We understand the need of 
getting your electronic bundle on time and right first time with zero margin for errors is 
critical to you.  

Every bundle created by XBundle is consistent with the court rules and general guidance 
and is presented in a professional and high-quality manner.  

XBundle’s Bespoke Software 

XBundle’s Software as a Service (SaaS) platform is called XBundle::Create. Using 
XBundle::Create will save users’ time, money and help support greener litigation.  
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XBundle::Create was designed with a modular approach, giving control and flexibility to 
the user. It is designed to integrate seamlessly with other litigation platforms and tools. 
It includes trial preparation and presentation tools in one accessible web application.  

With XBundle::Create you can create and collate your own electronic bundle in the 
cloud, including embedded native files. This includes a range of various sources. For 
example, mp4 files, images, and spreadsheets. You can easily edit, annotate, redact, 
share comments within the platform to other users.   

Bundles are hosted in a secure cloud storage and available on demand. Once the 
bundle is ready it can be exported to a PDF and therefore immediately available for trial 
presentation either as a standalone bundle or through View in XBundle::Create. 

Hearings can be in-person, remote or a hybrid when using the platform. The platform 
can be customised to clients’ preferences and requirements as a tailored solution with 
additional personalised functions. 

We offer catered training & on-going support for both end-users and service providers. 

Recent comments on our work have appeared in High Court judgments: 

Malik v Hussain and others [2020] EWHC 2334 (Ch) (28 August 2020) 

“I had the benefit of a professionally prepared electronic trial bundle, the relevant 
pages of which were produced via web link to the witnesses as they gave 
evidence remotely [...] The whole process worked extremely well and enabled 
the trial to be conducted most effectively. I am grateful to XBundle.”  

Saxby & Ors v UDG Healthcare (UK) Holdings Ltd [2021] EWHC 144 (Ch) 
(05 February 2021) 

“The trial participants used an electronic trial bundle managed by XBundle. I 
must thank the team at XBundle, in particular Mr Agombar, for all the support 
they gave to the trial participants, especially me, even outside court hours. 
Having a managed electronic trial bundle allowed the trial to run much more 
smoothly than it ever could have done with only a paper bundle or a non-
managed electronic bundle” 

Additional Services 

• Live transcripts, same day transcripts and translation services. 

• Digital investigation services which take you through the computer forensic 
examination process from start to finish; from the capture, preservation and 
expert analysis of computer data, to the presentation of reports and evidence. 
Our experienced and highly qualified team can recover and analyse live, 
deleted, compound and system files, as well as time-stamps, metadata and 
content. We can analyse any data stored on an electronic device, currently or 
historically, including documents, emails, images, video, chat logs, social media 
platforms, web browsing history and archives. 

Full reprographics services where electronic bundles are required in hard copy. 

 
  


